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SUPERGEO’S NEW RESELLER PROGRAM PROVIDES MORE
FLEXIBILITY

With the release ofSuperGIS10 series,
Supergeo is adjusting the strategy and
strengthening its influence for the global GIS
market. Besides providingmore product resources
and investingmore in onlinemarketing, Supergeo
has released a brand-new reseller program,
aiming to expand the network and to increase
themarket share. The new choice is calledSilver
Reseller,which ismore suitable for companies
focusing on spatial data collection and field
surveying compared to PlatinumReseller or Gold
Reseller. To become a Supergeo’s Silver Reseller,
the applicant only has to purchase a certain
quantity of SuperPad or SuperSurv at once, and
then Supergeowill help complete the contract

and related procedures. The privileges for being
an official reseller of Supergeo, includes buying
products at discount prices, accessingmarketing
materials, getting technical supportwith priority,
making suggestions for product development,
and the right to reserve products for specified
customers.www.supergeotek.com

ATRACK’S 4G TELEMATICS
DEVICES: MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS
AT TU-AUTOMOTIVE
ATrack Technology Inc. is proud to
announce the success of two new 2017
products at the recent TU-Automotive
Detroit conference 2017. At the event,
ATrack showcased a wide range of vehicle
telematics devices and asset tracking
devices. The AK11 Fleet Hub and AL11
All Terrain Tracker were the 4G LTE stars
of the show that received tremendous
positive feedbacks. AK11 LTE Fleet Hub
is ATrack’s flagship product, and it is a
versatile LTE device suitable for real-time
management of both small and large
fleets across various market verticals.
AL11 All Terrain Automotive Tracker is
a fleet tracking unit realizing real-time
track and trace with easy installation.
Featuring IP66 waterproof casing, internal
antenna, I/O connectivity, driving behavior
event management, and user-defined
reports, AL11 is an ideal solution for
Motorcycle Tracking, Fleet Management,
Car Rental, and Small & Medium-Sized
Enterprises.www.atrack.com.tw

ORBIT GT AND MEATECH,
INDIA, SIGN RESELLER
AGREEMENT
Orbit GT is happy to announce that
MeaTech, India, has joined as Authorized
Reseller of Orbit GT Mobile Mapping
products. “We’re very pleased to join with
MeaTech as our new Reseller”, says Peter
Bonne, CEO of Orbit GT. “MeaTech is a
well known provider of Mobile Mapping
hardware to Indian customers and we’re
looking forward to a great co-operation
and take services and solutions to our
joint customers to a next level.”“We are
pleased to announce our association
with Orbit GT for the Indian market”
says G Bandopadhyay, Director of
MeaTech Solutions LLP India. “MeaTech
is well known especially for providing
measurement solutions which includes
3D Laser scanning (LiDAR), Hydromat,
meteorology and environmental
application. MeaTech along with Orbit GT
will strengthen service to fulfill the growing
need of Indian customer”
www.orbitgt.com
www.meatechsolutions.com

NCTECH PARTNERS WITH GOOGLE
TO PILOT NEW 360-DEGREE STREET
VIEW CAMERA
NCTech has revealed a new 360-degree camera
designed to be mounted on any vehicle in
order to capture and generate virtual street-
level imagery.Google is set to trial the new
camera for Street View capture in three countries.
With a 360 x 300 degree field of view, the new
camera captures data at five frames per second
to produce 60 megapixel spherical images. The
Street View auto ready camera is designed to

collect data from any moving vehicle for Google’s
Street View platform and other platforms. The
new camera utilizes Intel technology and will be
the first to adopt NCTech’s Intelligent Capture
System, a cloud-based system that talks to each
camera, ensuring that the data collected is
unique andmanages disk space on the camera.
The new camera will be available in Q4 2017.
www.nctechimaging.com
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